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Te existing cyber deception decision-making model based on game theory primarily focuses on the selection of spatial strategies,
which ignores the optimal defense timing and can afect the execution of a defense strategy. Consequently, this paper presents
a method for selecting deception strategies based on a multi-stage Flipit game. Firstly, based on the analysis of cyber deception
attack and defense, we propose a concept of moving deception attack surface and analyze the characteristics of deception attack
and defense interaction behaviors based on the Flipit game model. Te Flipit game model is then utilized to create a single-stage
deception spatial-temporal decision-making model. Additionally, we introduce the discount factor and transition probability
based on a single-stage game model and construct a multi-stage cyber deception model. We provide the utility function of the
multi-stage game model, and design a Proximal Policy Optimization algorithm based on deep reinforcement learning to compute
the defender’s optimal spatial-temporal strategies. Finally, we utilize an application example to validate the efectiveness of the
model and the advantages of the proposed algorithm in generating the multi-stage cyber deception strategy.

1. Introduction

With the development of technology and tools of cyber
attacks, it presents the characteristics of complexity, con-
cealment, and persistence, such as Advanced Persistent
Treats [1] (APT). However, information systems with static
attributes, such as cloud computing environments, mainly
use passive defensive mechanisms (like Access Control [2]
and Intrusion Detection [3]), which are insufcient to resist
attackers. Terefore, adaptive and sophisticated attackers
often have asymmetric advantages of resources (e.g., time,
and prior knowledge of the vulnerabilities) over the de-
fender. In order to change this situation, cyber deception [4],
as an active defense technology, misleads the attacker’s
decision-making process by manipulating the attacker’s
cognition, enabling the attacker to choose the suboptimal
attack behavior. So deception can efectively delay and block
the continuity of the attack process. Currently, cyber de-
ception has been frequently applied to Enterprise Networks
[5–7], Cyber-Physical Systems [8, 9], Cloud Environments

[10–13], the Internet of Tings [14, 15], and Software De-
fned Networks [16–18].

Despite the broad prospects of application scenarios for
cyber deception techniques, there are still two challenges in
implementing optimal deception strategies. On the one
hand, when deploying deception assets, the defender needs
to consider diverse and heterogeneous deception confgu-
rations to maximize the deception efect and disrupt the
attacker’s perception of the system attack surface. On the
other hand, the defender needs to consider the migration
cost of deception assets to prevent excessive resource costs
caused by too frequent deception resource migrations.
Terefore, given the above challenges, to balance the de-
ception efectiveness and deception cost, the defender must
consider both the best deception confguration and the best
migration period simultaneously. To this end, a deception
model must precisely characterize the defender’s spatial-
temporal decision-making.

However, most deception decision-making models focus
on spatial decision-making, such as the spatial deception
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decision-making model based on attack graphs [19–21] and
the spatial deception decision-making model based on game
theory [22–31]. Among them, the spatial deception decision-
making model based on attack graph models the attacker’s
invasion process and path as an attack graph model. When
the defender deploys deception assets in the system, they can
trap the attacker to invade according to the attack graph after
deploying deception resources and then discover and block
the attacker’s attack process.Te deception decision-making
model based on the attack graph can be traced back to the
general attack graph model proposed by Cohen and Koike
[19]. In this literature, the defender guides the attacker to
enter the designed path by designing a set of deception
resources. After that, various attack graph models have been
proposed to model deception, such as multi-layer attack
graphs and Bayesian attack graphs. For example, Milani et al.
[20] proposed using a state-based Bayesian attack graph to
represent the attacker’s path. Te defender adopts two types
of spatial strategies to manipulate the attack graph: de-
ception and protection, which changes the attack path found
by the attacker through reconnaissance and makes the at-
tacker unable to fnd critical assets. Sayari et al. [21] pro-
posed to use a multi-layer attack graph to model the
deception. Based on the assumption that the defender takes
such deceptive actions as setting up false network services,
creating bread crumbs or honey coins, creating false local or
domain accounts, and creating bait fles or documents, the
optimal deceptive resource placement strategy of the de-
fender is obtained. Te deception decision-making model
based on game theory models the attacker and defender as
game players, constructs the strategy space and utility
function of the attacker and defender in the background of
reasonable assumptions, and then calculates the Nash
equilibrium to obtain the optimal deception strategy.
Currently, the main game models are divided into dynamic
game and Stackelberg game. Carroll and Grosu [22] pro-
posed to use the signal game to model the interaction be-
tween attacker and defender, then obtained the optimal
deception strategy by calculating perfect Bayesian equilib-
rium. Huang and Zhu [23] proposed a dynamic Bayesian
game with two-sided incomplete information to model the
attack process of advanced persistent attacks. Te optimal
deception strategy was obtained by using perfect Bayesian
Nash equilibrium. Ahmadi et al. [24] proposed to use a two-
player partially observable stochastic game to model the
defender and attacker and used a mixed-integer linear
program and the infltration strategy to calculate the robust
deception strategy. Ye et al. [25] proposed a diferential
privacy dynamic game approach to model the behavior of
deceiving defenders and attackers. In the approach, de-
fenders strategically changed the number of systems and
obfuscated the confguration of systems through the dif-
ferential privacy mechanism, and attackers used Bayesian
inference to infer the proper confguration of systems. Using
this method, the impact of system quantity changes on
network security can be efectively addressed while the at-
tackers with diferent attack capabilities can be efectively
defended. Schlenker et al. [26] introduced a novel deception
game model. Tis game model uses a zero-sum Stackelberg

game to model the interaction between the cyber deception
defender and the rational attacker. Te author proved that
computing the optimal deception strategy is NP-hard and
provided a mixed-integer linear program to compute the
optimal deception strategy. Yin et al. [27] proposed to use
the Stackelberg game to model the behavior of attacker and
defender. Te author analyzed the strategies of attacker and
defender from pure and mixed strategy and proposed an
algorithm based on ORIGAMI to get the optimal defense
strategy. Anjum et al. [28] introduced a method of using
deception trafc to confuse the network information ob-
tained by attackers through network reconnaissance. In
order to obtain the optimal deception trafc placement
strategy, the author used a two-person non-zero-sum
Stackelberg game to model the actions of the attacker and
defender and verifed the efectiveness of this method by
constructing the Mininet experimental environment. Ngo
et al. [29] proposed to model the behavior of both attackers
and defenders using a Stackelberg game on a large active
directory attack graph, in which the defender employs a set
of honeypots to prevent the attacker from discovering high-
value targets.

Te above researches on the deception decision-making
problem only consider spatial decision-making, simplifying
and ignoring the impact of temporal decision-making in-
fuence on the deception defense process.Terefore, with the
development of AI, some deception decision-making re-
search based on temporal and spatial have emerged. Tese
methods use AI technologies to perceive the occurrence of
attacks and then change the deployment of deception
strategies. For example, Dowling et al. [32] proposed an
adaptive honeypot deployment strategy based on SARSA.
Wang et al. [33] proposed a dynamic deployment strategy
for intelligent honeypots based on Q-learning. Furthermore,
Abay et al. [34] proposed a honey-data generation method
based on deep learning.

All of the above three models can guide the selection of
deception strategies. However, the deception decision-
making method based on the attack graph does not con-
sider the interaction of attacker and defender when mod-
eling the attackers’ behavior. Furthermore, this method only
considers the spatial decision-making, which is inconsistent
with the actual attack and defense interaction behavior.
Although the deception decision-making method based on
machine learning considers the optimal time, it needs a large
number of data sets, and the availability of data sets will
directly afect the detection efectiveness. Te deception
decision-making method based on the game theory can
compensate for the shortcomings of the above two methods.
However, at present, this method only considers the optimal
strategy based on spatial decision-making, which over-
simplifes the strategy space of the defender. In addition,
most deception decision-making methods based on the
game model only consider the interaction behavior between
attacker and defender in a single stage and do not consider
the efect of changes in the attacker’s behavior on the de-
fender’s strategy.

Based on the above shortcomings, we construct a multi-
stage deception game model based on the Flipit game,
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considering both temporal and spatial decision-making. Te
Flipit game model provides continuous strategic space for
both attacker and defender, which can well describe the
timing characteristics of the migration of deception assets.
We construct the utility function by introducing the dis-
count factor and the stage transition probability. Based on
analyzing the multi-stage network deception model, the
optimal deception strategy selection algorithm based on
deep reinforcement learning is designed.Te efectiveness of
this model is verifed by simulation experiments.

Te main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) Diferent from the moving attack surface and de-
ception attack surface, this paper constructs a de-
ception defense model based on the moving
deception attack surface, which can accurately rep-
resent the deception attack and defense process.

(2) We analyze the impact of spatial-temporal deception
on attackers by modeling the deception decision-
making as a Flipit game model and introducing the
temporal decision-making into the deception model.

(3) By introducing discount factor and stage transition
probability, the single-stage Flipit game model is
extended to a multi-stage Flipit game model and
then we analyze how the defender’s deception
strategy adapts to the attacker’s strategy changing.

(4) Te deep reinforcement learning algorithm is pro-
posed to obtain the multi-stage deception defense
strategy. Te experimental results verifed that the
multi-stage Flipit game model can efectively de-
scribe and characterize the security evolution process
of the deception system.

2. Analysis of Attack and Defense

2.1.MovingDeceptionAttackSurface. Te attack surface can
efectively present the system resource vulnerability set as
an evaluation method to describe the system security status
and potential security risks. Terefore, it is often used to
model network attack and defense. For example, in liter-
ature [35], Mandahata frst defned attack surface. Te
attack surface is a part of the system resources, mainly
including methods M, channels C, and data I. Attackers
can use the system’s channel to connect, call the system’s
method, send data to system or receive data from the
system, and launch the attack. Ten, the author introduces
the application of attack surface evaluation in Moving
Target Defense (MTD) and puts forward the concept of
attack surface shufing. By shufing the system attack
surface, the defender can efectively reduce the time of
system resource leakage and the probability of attack
success. However, the shufing system attack surface
proposed by Mandahata et al. assumed the system attack
surface is time-invariant, which is not in line with the
characteristics of (MTD). Terefore, Huang and Ghosh
[36] proposed the concept of moving attack surface with
time-varying characteristics, which makes it impossible for
attackers to determine whether the vulnerability of

resources they use can be reached in a fxed period. Later,
Albanese et al. [37] and Ma et al. [38] introduced the attack
surface into the cyber deception and proposed the concept
of virtual attack surface to represent the attacker’s view of
system resources and the concept of deception attack
surface to represent the attack surface observed and per-
ceived by the attacker. Unlike the moving attack surface
used in MTD, the attack surface used in deception can
change the attack surface by adding deception assets and
building deception topology, which can accurately repre-
sent the perception view of attackers to system resources.
However, the existing concept of attack surface can not
represent the scenario of deception assets migration, so
based on the concepts of the deception attack surface and
the moving attack surface, we propose the concept of the
moving deception attack surface for the scenario in
this paper.

As shown in Figure 1, unlike the moving attack surface
and the deception attack surface, the moving deception
attack surface proposed in this paper shufes the deception
attack surface of the system instead of shufing the real
attack surface of the system, which means shufing the
deception assets to build a dynamic multi-dimensional
deception topology. Tis method can increase the space
for attackers to explore by building various heterogeneous
deception assets in the spatial dimension. Moreover, the
information collected by the attacker is expired by shufing
deception assets in the temporal dimension, which increases
the uncertainty of the attacker’s perception of the vulner-
ability of the system resources. According to the defnition of
Lei et al. [39], this paper defnes the moving deception attack
surface as follows:

Defnition 1. Moving Deception Attack Surface (MDAS) is
composed of a triple 〈DASD,DASV,Td〉, which represents
the vulnerability set of network resources that exposed by
the system to the attacker in any given shufing period Td.
Te vulnerability set includes the union of real assets and
deception assets. Among them, the Deception Attack Sur-
face Dimension (DASD) refers to the type of network re-
sources in the target system, including the type of deception
and real resources. And the network resources are usually in
the form of network address, port, service, protocol, etc. Te
Deception Attack Surface Value (DASV) refers to the value
of deception resource type. Because the MDAS will change
with time, the attack surface of the target system at time t can
be expressed as MDAS(t) � DASDt

i · DASVt
i. DASD

t
i �

dasdt1, dasd
t
2, · · ·, dasdtk, · · ·  represents the type of network

resources exposed by the target system at the time t,
dasdti � Mt

i ,C
t
i , I

t
i . DASVt

i � dasvt1, dasvt2, · · ·, dasvtk, · · · 

represents the value of network resources in diferent di-
mensions at the time t. “1” indicates a deceptive attack
surface of this dimension at time t.

In the moving deception attack surface, the defender can
shufe the deception attack surface in two ways. One is
shufing the decoy, and the other is changing the camou-
fage type. At the same time, the defender can obtain the
information of the attacker according to the deception
topology.
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2.1.1. Shufing a Decoy. As for cyber deception, the defender
usually deploys honeypots, honeynets, and other deception
resources to attract the attacker to deception assets and then
delay the attacker’s successful attack time. In order to
prevent attackers from discovering deception assets, MDAS
increases the diversity of system resource vulnerability by
shufing the type of honeypot (such as the transformation of
high-interaction honeypot and low-interaction honeypot),
the services and vulnerabilities deployed in the honeypot
(such as the transformation of Nginx service and Apache
service), and the number of honey fles deployed in the
honeynets.

2.1.2. Changing Camoufage Type. Disguising honest nodes
is to confuse attackers through active response, such as
allowing the system to simulate diferent versions of services
to respond to attackers or opening all services to respond to
attackers’ requests. Terefore, the moving deception attack
surface can enhance the system’s obfuscation by changing
the active response service type, making the attacker unable
to distinguish between the deception assets and the tangible
assets.

2.2. Analysis of Attack and Defense Behavior. In order to
evaluate the efectiveness of cyber deception, this paper uses
the Flipit game model, as shown in Figure 2, to evaluate the
efectiveness of moving deception attack surface. In the Flipit
game model, the policies of defender are divided into spatial
decision-making and temporal decision-making. Te tem-
poral decision-making is referred to the interval at which the
defender chooses to control the target system. As shown in
Figure 2, the temporal decision-making of defenders can be
represented as Xi i≥ 0. Te spatial decision-making refers to
defenders choosing diferent deception assets during the
interval in which the defender controls the target system.
According to the attack and defense strategy defned in the
Flipit game model, the assumptions of the attacker and
defender are as follows:

(1) Assume that the time interval Yj 
j≥ 0 of the at-

tacker to control the target system follows an
exponential distribution with parameter λ. Te
probability distribution of the time interval be-
tween attackers getting control of the target system
is p(t) � λe− λt(t≥ 0). Within the control time

interval Yj 
j≥ 0, attackers can detect the attack

surface exposed by the target system, and then fnd
resource vulnerability of system to launch further
attack.

(2) Because the deployed deception topology can cap-
ture part of the information of the attacker, this
paper assumes that the defender is the Last Move
(LM) defender of the Flipit game. As shown in
Figure 1, the defender can see the time interval T

from the last time the attacker controlled the target
system to the present, and the time LM0 that he
controlled the target system this time. Terefore, LM
defenders have certain information advantages over
attackers.

(3) Assume that the time interval Xi i≥ 0 for the de-
fender to control the target system is periodic. Te
defender selects the periodic strategy δ as his own
strategy. Te deception attack surface can be
shufed within the time interval δ to build a dy-
namic multidimensional deceiving topology and
enhance the deceptive ability of the target system.
Diferent strategies δ of defender will afect its
utility. When the strategy δ is larger, the defender
can control the target system longer. So, defender
can spend a longer time deploying more complex
deception assets. So that the smaller the proba-
bility of the attacker discovering deception assets is
and the greater the utility of the defender is.
However, it also results in an increased cost of
deploying deception assets at the same time.
Terefore, it is necessary to select the optimal
strategy that increases the utility of the defender
while reducing the cost of the deception assets with
high deployment complexity.

3. Multi-Stage Cyber Deception Game Model

In the network attack and defense scenario, when the at-
tacker cannot obtain the critical asset information of the
target system for a long time, attacker will actively change his
strategy to maximize his utility. Terefore, the single-stage
cyber deception attack and defense model does not conform
to the actual attack and defense scenario. It is necessary to
consider building a multi-stage cyber deception attack and
defense model. So in this section, we frst give a single-stage
Flipit gamemodel based on the literature [40].Ten, amulti-
stage Flipit deception attack and defense game model based
on the discount reward is given.

3.1. Single-Stage Flipit Deception GameModel. According to
the Flipit game model shown in Figure 2, based on the
assumption of Section 2.2, we construct the single-stage
deception game model at frst.

Defnition 2. Te Flipit-based Single-stage Attack-Defense
Deceptive Game Model (FS-ADD) can be represented by
triples FS − ADD � (N, A, U):

old attack
surface

new attack
surface

1

2

3
A

B C
D

1

2

3
A'

B' C'
D'

Areal attribute deceptive attribute

Figure 1: Moving deception attack surface.
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(1) N � (NA, ND) refers to the player in the single-stage
deception game. We only consider one attacker and
one defender, where NA refers to the attacker, and
ND refers to the defender.

(2) A � (AA, AD) refers to the optional strategy set of
attacker and defender in the single-stage deception
game. AA represents the strategy set of the attacker.
Te attackers in this paper are the players who adopt
the exponential distribution strategy in the Flipit
game.Te average time interval between the attacker
controlling the target system is 1/λ, so the attackers’
strategy is a set of diferent average time interval 1/λ.
AD represents the strategy set of the defender. We
consider that the defender is the LM player who uses
periodic strategy δ in Flipit game. Defender’s strategy
is a set of diferent time intervals δ.

(3) U � (UA, UD) refers to the set of the utility functions
of attacker and defender in a single-stage deception
game. UA represents the utility of the attacker. UD

represents the utility of the defender. According to
the Flipit game, the utility function of the attacker
and defender can be represented as shown in
formula:

UA(λ, δ) � 1 −
1 − e

− λδ

λδ
− λCA,

UD(λ, δ) �
1 − e

− λδ

λδ
−

CD

δ
,

(1)

where, CA refers to the cost of the attacker to control
the target system, CD refers to the cost of the de-
fender to control the target system, which means the
cost of the defender to change the deception assets.

3.2. Multi-Stage Flipit Deception GameModel. According to
the single-stage Flipit game model, the defender is the LM
player. So the deception game model exists the information
asymmetry between attacker and defender, and there is no
dominated strategy for both attacker and defender in the
game. Tis means there is no Nash equilibrium in the de-
ception game. However, the defender can get the strongly
dominant strategy. When the system passes through a pe-
riod, the defender can get the optimal defense strategy and
the deception defense system is stable. However, when the
attacker cannot obtain the key information of the target

system for a long time, the attacker will change his attack
strategy. At this time, the strategy of the defender is no
longer optimal. Terefore, the relatively stable deception
system needs to re-select the best defense strategy of the
defender, which means the system moves from one state to
the next.

Figure 3 shows a multi-stage Flipit deception game
model. In the k stage, we consider that the attacker plays with
exponential distribution with λk. In order to deceive the
attacker and enhance the confusion of the system attack
surface, the defender needs to move the deception attack
surface periodically to generate a new virtual network to-
pology. However, the selection of the deception strategy will
afect the defender’s utility. Terefore, the defender must
choose the optimal defense strategy to achieve the system’s
steady state at each stage. However, when the attacker
cannot obtain the key asset information of the target system
for a period of time, the attacker will change his strategy,
making the system shufe to another stage. Te defender
needs to re-select the deception strategy to prevent the at-
tacker from obtaining the necessary information from the
target system.

Defnition 3. Te Flipit-based Multi-stage Attack-Defense
Deceptive Game Model (FM-ADD) is represented as
FM − ADD � (N, T, A, St, η, U):

(1) N � (NA, ND) refers to the players of the multi-
stage deception game. We only consider one attacker
and one defender, where NA refers to the attacker,
and ND refers to the defender.

(2) T refers to the total number of stages in the multi-
stage Flipit game, M(k) refers to the current stage,
k � 1, 2, ..., T.

(3) A � (Ak
A, Ak

D) refers to optional strategy set of at-
tacker and defender in the k-th stage of deception
game. Ak

A refers to the optional strategy set of at-
tacker in the k-th stage and Ak

D refers to the optional
strategy set of defender in the k-th stage.

(4) S0 � (S10, S20, ..., ST
0 ) refers to the system’s initial state

at each stage, that is, the security state of the system
when the attacker’s policy changes.

(5) S refers to the state of the system at each stage,
including the state before the system reaches a stable
state and the state when each stage reaches stable
state (S1, S2, ..., ST).

Defender

Attacker

X0 X1 X2 X3

Y0 Y1 Y2

LM0

LM1

T

Figure 2: Te Flipit game model.
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(6) η refers to the stage transition probability, and
η(Si|Sj) refers to the transition probability from
steady state Si to steady state Sj.

(7) U � (Uk
A, Uk

D) refers to the set of the utility functions
of attacker and defender in a multi-stage deception
game. Uk

A refers to the attacker’s utility function in
the k-th stage and Uk

D refers to the defender’S utility
function in the k-th stage.

In the multi-stage deception game model, the optimal
strategy of the defender is not only related to the utility of the
current stage, but also to the utility of the future stages.
According to the literature [41], we design the objective
function to determine the advantages and disadvantages of
the strategies of the defender and the attacker by introducing
the discount factor and the stage transition probability
η(Si|Sj):

R
k
D � U

k
D + ε 

h∈[0,T]

η Sh Sk

 R
h
D,

R
k
A � U

k
A + ε 

h∈[0,T]

η Sh Sk

 R
h
A.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)

4. Cyber Deception Strategy

4.1. Single-Stage Flipit Deception Strategy. According to the
single-stage Flipit deception game model, as shown in
Figure 2, since the attacker plays with exponential distri-
bution and the defender plays with periodic strategy, the
information of the attacker and defender is asymmetric. Te
defender who deploys the deception strategy can see part of
the information of the attacker’s strategy, while the attacker
cannot obtain the information of the defender. Terefore,
the single-stage Flipit deception game model only has the
strongly dominated strategy of the defender, and there is no
Nash equilibrium between the attacker and defender.
According to literature [40], when the attacker and defender
are players who follow exponential distribution and LM
players who adopt periodic strategy respectively, the de-
fender’s strongly dominated strategy can be obtained by
calculating the derivative of the defender’s utility UD:

dUD

dδ
�

e
− λδ

(1 + λδ) − 1 − λCD( 

λδ2
. (3)

According to formula (3), when λ< 1/CD, the defender
has a unique periodic strategy δm that maximizes the utility
of the defender.Te defender’s strategy δm and the attacker’s
strategy λ satisfed formula e− λmδ(1 + λδ) � 1 − λCD. When
λ≥ 1/CD, dUD/dδ > 0. Te utility function of the defender is
monotonically increasing. So the optimal strategy of the
defender is that δ⟶∞, which means the defender takes
no action to seize control.

4.2. Multi-Stage Flipit Deception Strategy. Based on the
single-stage Flipit deception game model, we construct
a multi-stage Flipit deception game model by introducing
the discount factor ε and the stage transition probability
η(Sj|Si). We calculate the optimal defense strategy when the
attacker takes diferent strategies, which means at diferent
stages M(k). Te strategy can be obtained as:

maxR
k
D � max U

k
D + ε 

h∈[0,T]

η Sh Sk

 R
h
D

⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦,

Us
D �

1 − e
− λδ

λδ
−

CD

δ
.

(4)

When the attacker’s strategy meets λ≥ 1/CD, the optimal
strategy of the defender is δ⟶∞. So studying the at-
tacker’s strategy that meeting λ≥ 1/CD is meaningless. In
this paper, we only considers the optimal deception strategy
when the attacker’s strategy meets λ< 1/CD.

By analyzing formula (4), it can be found that formula
(4) is a dynamic programming problem. Because the
strategy of the defender is a continuous strategy space, to
avoid the dimension disaster problem brought by the
traditional algorithm, we propose to use the deep re-
inforcement learning method to calculate the optimal
deception strategy of the multi-stage deception game
model. In this section, we frst represent the state, action,
and reward function of reinforcement learning, then
design a Multi-stage Flipit game deception strategy

Initial stage

kth stage

Stable stage

Initial stage

1st stage

Stable stage

Initial stage

2nd stage

Stable stage

D
efe

nd
er

 a
ct

io
n

D
efe

nd
er

 a
ct

io
n

D
efe

nd
er

 a
ct

io
n

de
ce

pe
tio

n 
as

se
ts

de
ce

pe
tio

n 
as

se
ts

de
ce

pe
tio

n 
as

se
ts

S1 S2 Sk

Sk
0S2

0S1
0

Attacker action

Attacker action

Attacker action

Figure 3: Te multi-stage Flipit deception game model.
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generation algorithm based on the Proximal Policy
Optimization (PPO) algorithm (MFD-PPO).

4.2.1. Reinforcement Learning Algorithm. In the classical
reinforcement learning model, the agent interacts with the
environment continuously, then gets the optimal goal
gradually through training. Tis process mainly involves the
dynamic change of the environment, the behavior of the
agent, and the reward after acting, which are called state,
action, and reward, respectively. When the agent selects an
action At from the strategy space π according to the obtained
state St at a certain time t, it obtains the reward Rt for taking
action At under state St. Ten, the state changes from St to
St+1. During the whole training process, the interaction
between the agent and the environment can be expressed as
trajectory (St, At, Rt, St+1, At+1, · · ·), and the efect of training
can be quantifed by the accumulated discount reward in the
learning process as:

E Rt(  � E 
T

t�0
c

t
rt

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠, (5)

where, T indicates the number of iterations, c indicates the
discount factor. Formula (5) indicates that the current re-
ward of the agent is not only related to the current reward
but also to the future reward. Based on this, in the multi-
stage Flipit deception game model, the states S, actions A,
and rewards R are represented as follows:

(1) State S.In the multi-stage deception game model, the state
is composed of the strategy λ taken by the attacker at all stages
and the cost of the defender, expressed by S. At time t, the
state of each stage of the system can be expressed by
St � ψt

1,ψ
t
2, ...,ψt

k . ψt
k represents the state of the k-th stage in

the multi-stage game process, which can be represented as
ψt

k � (λt
k, Ct

k). λt
k refers to the strategy of the attacker at the k-

th stage, and Ct
k refers to the cost of defender at the k-th stage.

(2) Action A. In the multi-stage deception game model, the
action strategy Ak

D of the defender at each stage is used as the
action space A. According to the multi-stage deception game
model, the deception strategy of the defender is a diferent
fxed time interval δ, which is represented as:

A � Tmin, Tmax , (6)

Tmin and Tmax represent the minimum and maximum
control intervals the defender can choose, respectively.
When the defender selects action At ∈ Ak

D at time t, the
system will change the confguration of deception nodes
according to the selected strategy. If the defender chooses the
deception strategy δ, the defender will combine the con-
fguration of k deception node according to the strategy δ.
Te longer the strategy δ chosen by the defender, the longer
it will take to change the deception assets and more complex
deception assets can be deployed by k deception nodes.

(3) Reward R.Te defender’s behavior will afect the security
situation of the deception system and obtain rewards from

the environment. Here, the objective function of formula (7)
is used as the reward function.

R � 
k∈T

R
k
D � 

k∈T
U

k
D + ε 

h∈[0,T]

η Sh Sk

 R
h
D

⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦. (7)

4.2.2. Algorithm of Multi-Stage Deception Defense Strategy.
Based on the analysis in Section 4.2.1, the action space of the
agent is continuous. Using the classical reinforcement
learning algorithm, such as Q-learning algorithm, to calculate
the deception strategy will lead to the infnite size of the Q
table. Tese reinforcement learning algorithms cannot adapt
to the dynamic programming problem of high-dimensional
state space and action space. Terefore, in this paper, we
design a Multi-Stage Flipit Deception Strategy solution al-
gorithm based on the Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)
algorithm (MFD-PPO). PPO algorithm is a deep re-
inforcement learning algorithm based on policy gradient. By
combining reinforcement learning with neural networks,
PPO has apparent advantages in solving the optimization
problem of high-dimensional state space and action space.

Figure 4 shows Multi-stage Flipit Deception Game
Strategy framework based on the PPO algorithm (MFD-
PPO). PPO algorithm is based on the Actor-Critic deep re-
inforcement learning algorithm, mainly including Actor and
Critic neural networks. And the Actor-network includes the
new Actor-network and old Actor-network. In the training
process, PPO frst inputs the state s of the environment into
the Actor-network to obtain the expectation and variance
required to construct the action space subject to the normal
distribution.Ten, PPO inputs the random sampling action a

into the environment according to the normal distribution
and obtains the reward r and the next state s′. Further, store
(s, a, r) in the experience pool and input state s′ into the
Actor-network. PPO obtains trajectory [(s, a, r), · · ·] after
repeating the above steps. Actor network does not update the
network parameters at this time. After the number of state-
reward pairs in the experience pool reaches a certain number,
PPO inputs the last sampling action to the environment and
outputs the state s′. Ten, PPO inputs the state s′ and the state
s stored in the experience pool into the Critic-network.
According to state s′, the Critic network outputs state value
V(sT). Te discount reward Rt is represented as formula:

Rt � rt + crt+1 + · · · + c
T− t+1

rT−1 + c
T− t

V sT( , (8)

T is the random sampling for the last step. At the same time,
all state values V(st) can be obtained according to the state
set in the experience pool. Ten, the estimate of the ad-
vantage function can be obtained as:

A
∧

� rt + crt+1 + · · · + c
T− t+1

rT−1 + c
T− t

V sT(  − V st( .

(9)

Te loss function of the Critic network can be obtained
according to the advantage function shown in equation (9).
Te system updates parameter ϕ of Critic network according
to equation.
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L(ϕ) � E 

T

i�t

c
i−t

ri − Vϕ st( ⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

2
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (10)

For the parameter update of the actor-network, the PPO
algorithm frst collects the combination of state s and inputs
them to the new actor-network and the old actor-network.
Te two networks can output the normal distribution as
Normal1 and Normal2 respectively. Ten, MFD-PPO inputs
the stored action set into the normal distribution Normal1
and Normal2 to obtain the corresponding probability
πnew(at|st) and πold(at|st). πnew(at|st) divides πold(at|st) to
get the importance weight πθ(at|st)/πθold

(at|st). Ten, we
can get the loss function of actor-network as:

L(θ) � E
πθ at st

 

πθold
at st

 
A
∧

t
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠. (11)

However, in the training process, if the policy update
step is too long, it will afect the optimal value and if the
policy update step is too short, it will slow down the con-
vergence speed. Terefore, the PPO algorithm introduces
hyper-parameters to clip the policy update step. Te loss
function of the actor-network is optimized as follows:

L(θ) � E min
πθ at st

 

πθold
at st

 
Aθ′ st at

 ⎛⎝⎡⎢⎢⎣ ,

· clip
πθ at st

 

πθold
at st

 
, 1 − ε, 1 + ε⎛⎝ ⎞⎠Aθ′ st, at( ⎤⎥⎥⎦.

(12)

Among them, the clip function can prevent Actor
network θ from updating too fast. PPO updates the new

Actor network according to formula (12) and repeats the
above steps until the iteration is over, then updates the old
actor-network. Based on the PPO algorithm framework
shown in Figure 4, this paper designs a Multi-stage Flipit
Deception Game Strategy Selection Algorithm based on
PPO (MFD-PPO). Te detailed algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 1.

According to the analysis and description of the above
algorithm, the MFD-PPO algorithm has strong scalability
and efciency. As for algorithm’s scalability, it is known that
the MFD-PPO extends from the PPO based on the de-
scription of Section 4.2.2. According to the literature [42],
the PPO can be applied to scenarios with high-dimensional
state and action spaces, so the MFD-PPO can also deal with
high-dimensional state and action spaces. To verify the
scalability of the MFD-PPO, we set that the action spaces of
the defender are A � [Tmin, Tmax] and the state spaces
consist of eight phases of attack policies and costs in Section
4.2.1. So the experimental results can efectively prove that
the MFD-PPO can deal with high-dimensional and con-
tinuous state and action spaces. Besides, when applying the
algorithm to other scenarios, the users only need to reset the
state spaces and action spaces, and the algorithm can easily
get the results.

As for algorithm’s efciency, we demonstrate that the
MFD-PPO can correctly obtain the optimal defense strategy
through the experiments in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. Besides,
the MFD-PPO only needs to be trained once. After the
training completes, we can deploy the trained model to the
target system and use the trained model to easily obtain the
optimal deception strategy. Terefore, the computational
resource overhead is mainly spent in the training process,
and the resources spent are limited.

Sample action
randomly

Actor Old Actor

Experience Pool
(State S, Reward R)

Environment

Action A

State S

State S’

Critic

Advantage
function

Loss
function

Update Weight

importance
weight

Loss
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Update

\Probability
Distribution

Probability
Distribution

Probability
Distribution

Initial state
Deception assets

Deception assets

Deception assets

Figure 4: Te MFD-PPO algorithm architecture.
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5. Simulation Experiment and Analysis

Te rapid development of cloud computing provides users
convenient ways to access computing resources. However,
the architecture of cloud computing also provides many
attack surfaces to attackers, enabling attackers to gain
control of the cloud in various ways, then, launching the
further attack on the cloud computing environment.
Terefore, it is urgent to study the attack and defense model
of the cloud environment. In this section, we take the cloud
computing environment as an example to analyze the
proposed multi-stage deception model based on Flipit game
and calculate the multi-stage deception strategy.

5.1. Experimental Environment. In order to build an actual
attack and defense interaction scenario in the cloud envi-
ronment, this paper uses Kubernetes to build an experi-
mental environment. As an automated container
management tool, Kubernetes can make the deploying,
scheduling, and deleting of applications more convenient.
As shown in Figure 5, we build a Kubernetes cluster to
manage application services. Te cluster mainly includes
a master node (16-core processor, 16G RAM) and three
nodes (16-core processor, 16G RAM). Te master node
manages the creation and deletion of PODs, and the nodes
are used to run PODs. Applications are deployed in PODs
that mainly include Web server, FTP server, database server,
LADP server, and honeypot server. Te clusters of above
application servers are the main targets of deception defense.

Te main defense method is deploying honeypot clusters to
prevent attackers from discovering critical assets in the cloud
computing environment.

Based on the above experimental environment and
reference [43, 44], this paper designs a multi-stage deception
game model based on Flipit game which includes eight
stages, as shown in Figure 6.

Based on the literature [41, 45], the transition probability
between the stages can be obtained based on prior knowl-
edge. Terefore, the transition probability of a multi-stage
deception game based on Flipit game is shown in Table 1.
Although the given transition probability is fxed in this
experiment, they are only used as an example and the set of
transition probabilities do not afect the stability of the
algorithm.

5.2. Parameters Setting. In order to obtain the multi-stage
deception defense strategy, we design our experiments
using Python 3.6.7, TensorFlow 1.8.0, and Stable Baselines
library for implementing the MFD-PPO algorithm. We
have simulated our experiments using HUAWEI machine
with Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-6700 @ 3.40GHz CPU and
32GB RAM. According to the experimental environment
built in Section 5.1, to obtain the 8-stage deception strategy,
it is necessary to frstly determine the space of attack and
defense strategy before getting the multi-stage deception
strategy. Terefore, this section simulates and analyzes the
relationship between the defender’s reward and the de-
fender’s strategy, the defender’s cost and the attacker’s

Input: Te attacker’s state st in cloud environment
Output: Network update parameters θ、ϕ, Deception strategy δt

(1) Set parameters c, ε
(2) Initialize Actor network parameters as θ0, Initialize Critic network parameters as ϕ0
(3) for iteration� 1, 2, 3, . . ., do
(4) Experience Pool D⟵∅
(5) for k� 1, 2, . . .do
(6) Randomly initialize state s0
(7) Initialize state-action trajectory τ⟵∅
(8) for t� 1, 2, . . ., T do
(9) Get current state st

//Obtain the strategy taken by the current attacker, i.e. select the exponential distribution strategy λ
(10) Select action at from the old Actor network

//Select the interval δ of the defender’s control target system
(11) Calculate the reward rt of multi-stage deception strategy

//Calculate the reward according to formula (5)
(12) Store state-action trajectory τ⟵ τ ∪ (st, at, rt)

(13) end for
(14) D⟵D∪ τ
(15) end for
(16) Update Actor network policy parameter θ

L(θ) � E[min(πθ(at|st)/πθold(at|st)
Aθ′(st|at), clip(πθ(at|st)/πθold(at|st), 1 − ε, 1 + ε)Aθ′(st, at)]

(17) Update Critic network policy parameter ϕ
L(ϕ) � E[(

T
i�tc

i− tri − Vϕ(st))
2]

(18) Update the old network parameter: θ′⟵ θ
(19) end for

ALGORITHM 1:Multi-stage fipit game deception strategy selection algorithm based on proximal policy optimization.
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strategy in the single-stage Flipit game model. As shown in
Figure 7. when the cost CD of the defender remains un-
changed, the larger the attacker’s strategy λ is, the smaller
the optimal deception strategy δ is if we want to maximize
the reward of the defender. Tis means that the larger the
attacker’s strategy λ is, the shorter the average time for the
attacker to seize control of cloud is. In order to maximize

the reward for the defender, the time interval for the de-
fender to seize control should also be shorter to defend
against an attacker with a shorter average shufe time. At
the same time, the smaller the cost of the defender is when
the attacker’s strategy λ is unchanged, the smaller the
interval between the defender seizing control of cloud is
when the defender gets the maximum reward.
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Table 1: Te transition probability between the stages.

Stage transition s1⟶ s20 s1⟶ s60 s2⟶ s30 s2⟶ s80 s3⟶ s40

Transition probability η(2|1) � 0.8 η(6|1) � 0.6 η(3|2) � 0.7 η(8|2) � 0.4 η(4|3) � 0.6
Stage transition s3⟶ s50 s3⟶ s80 s4⟶ s70 s5⟶ s70 s6⟶ s10
Transition probability η(5|3) � 0.9 η(8|3) � 0.6 η(7|4) � 0.8 η(7|5) � 0.9 η(1|6) � 0.5
Stage transition s6⟶ s30 s6⟶ s70 s7⟶ s40 s8⟶ s10 s8⟶ s40
Transition probability η(3|6) � 0.8 η(7|6) � 0.8 η(4|7) � 0.6 η(1|8) � 0.9 η(4|8) � 0.8
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Just as Section 3.2 described, because the single-stage
Flipit game doesn’t exist Nash equilibrium and only exists
strongly dominated strategy of defender, the multi-stage
Flipit game model also doesn’t exist Nash equilibrium. To
provide robust defense strategies, we set the attacker’s
strategy to vary within a certain range at each stage during
the experiment. Tis experiment method avoids the infu-
ence of fxed attack strategy on the optimal defense strategy
and ensures the efectiveness of the defense policy.
According to the above simulation results and the analysis in
Section 5.1, the attacker’s strategy λ must be less than 1/CD,
and the defender’s strategy space must be within 10∼50 s.
Terefore, when designing the multi-stage deception strat-
egy space, to ensure the defense strategy’s accuracy, the
strategy space of the defender is 1∼100 s, and the strategy
space of the attacker is less than 1/CD. In addition, to ensure
the stability and convergence speed of the MFD-PPO al-
gorithm, the parameters of the MFD-PPO algorithm are
designed as shown in Table 2.

In order to compare the advantages of the MFD-PPO
algorithm in calculating the multi-stage deception strategy,
this paper selects the following algorithms for comparison.

(1) Multi-stage Flipit deception game strategy selection
algorithm based on Particle Swarm Optimization
(MFD-PSO). PSO algorithm is a typical heuristic
algorithm. Tis algorithm selects the optimal solu-
tion by simulating the optimization problem as
birds’ foraging and fight behavior.Te fight space of
birds is the solution space and the position of birds in
space is one solution to the problem.

(2) Multi-stage Flipit deception game strategy selection
algorithm based on Advantage Actor-Critic (MFD-
A2C). A2C algorithm is also a deep reinforcement
learning algorithm based on Actor-Critic architec-
ture. Multiple parallel threads will be built during the
algorithm’s training process. Each thread includes an

Actor-Critic network and interacts with their own
environment to obtain independent experience.

5.3. Analysis of Experiment Results

5.3.1. Convergence Analysis. In order to analyze the con-
vergence of the MFD-PPO algorithm and the impact of
introducing hyper-parameter ε into the clip function on
MFD-PPO algorithm, this simulation carries out
1.2 × 106-step training. Since the hyper-parameters ε in the
clip function generally range from 0.1 to 0.3, the hyper-
parameters ε selected in the experiment are 0.1, 0.15, 0.2,
0.22, 0.26, and 0.3.Te training results are shown in Figure 8,
where the horizontal axis represents the number of training
steps and the vertical axis represents the discount reward.
From the experimental results shown in Figure 8, the
MFD-PPO starts to convergence when the training reaches
600000 steps, and the training time is only three hours.
Besides, when the hyper-parameter ε is 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.22,
0.26, and 0.3, and the discount reward after convergence is
also basically the same.Tis result can prove the efectiveness
of the MFD-PPO. In addition, the experimental results show
that the smaller the hyper-parameter ε is, the slower the
convergence speed is. Tis is because in the training process,
the smaller the hyper-parameter is, the more cautious the
strategy update is, so the slower the convergence speed is.
However, the experimental results show that the conver-
gence speed is similar when the hyper-parameter is in the
range of 0.2 to 0.3. In order to avoid excessive diferences
between the new and old policies due to the excessively large
hyper-parameter ε, this paper selects the hyper-parameter to
be 0.2.

5.3.2. Multi-Stage Deception Strategy Solution. Based on the
hyper-parameter ε selected in Section 5.3.1, this section
calculates the reward and deception strategy of each stage in
the multi-stage Flipit deception model. Te experimental
results are shown in Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows the
defender’s reward at each stage. From the reward of the
defender at each stage, it can be seen that all of the 8-stages’
rewards can converge during the training process. In the case
of the reward convergence of the defender, when the attacker
takes diferent attack strategies, the strategy of the defender
is shown in Figure 10. As shown in Figures 9 and 10, when
the attacker is in the 1st stage and the system reaches a steady
state, the defender’s reward fuctuates around 1.05, and the
defender’s strategy δ fuctuates around 20. When the at-
tacker is in the 2nd stage and the system reaches a steady
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Figure 7: Te relationship between the defender’s reward and the
defender’s strategy in a single-stage game.

Table 2: Te simulation parameters setting.

Simulation parameters Value
Attacker’s strategy λ [0.01–0.15]
Defender’s strategy δ [1–100]
Defender’s cost CD 5
Hyperparameter ε 0.2
Learning rate c 2.5 × 104
Batch size 128
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state, the defender’s reward is 0.96, and the defender’s
strategy δ fuctuates around 20. When the attacker is in the
3rd stage and the system reaches a steady state, the de-
fender’s reward is 1.02, and the defender’s strategy δ fuc-
tuates around 22. When the attacker is in the 4th stage and
the system reaches a steady state, the defender’s reward is
0.58, and the defender’s strategy δ fuctuates around 24.
When the attacker is in the 5th stage and the system reaches
a steady state, the defender’s reward is 0.62, and the de-
fender’s strategy δ fuctuates around 20.When the attacker is
in the 6th stage and the system reaches a steady state, the
defender’s reward is 0.99, and the defender’s strategy δ
fuctuates around 20. When the attacker is in the 7th stage
and the system reaches a steady state, the defender’s reward

is 0.53, and the defender’s strategy δ fuctuates around 20.
When the attacker is in the 8th stage and the system reaches
a steady state, the defender’s reward is 1.06, and the de-
fender’s strategy δ fuctuates around 20.

5.3.3. Delay Comparison. In order to evaluate the advan-
tages of the MFD-PPO algorithm, this section frst compares
MFD-A2C with MFD-PPO. Figure 11 shows the training
result of MFD-PPO and MFD-A2C.Te experimental result
shows that although MFD-A2C converges faster than the
MFD-PPO algorithm, the reward of MFD-A2C is not
monotonically increasing during the training process.
Moreover, when MFD-A2C converges, the fuctuation of
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reward is far greater than that of MFD-PPO. Terefore, the
MFD-PPO algorithm is stable when solving multi-stage
deception strategy. In addition, this paper compares the
time delay of the MFD-A2C, MFD-PSO, and MFD-PPO
algorithms in getting a multi-stage deception strategy. Since
the deep reinforcement learning algorithm includes two
stages of training and decision-making, it is meaningless to
compare the training time delay of deep reinforcement
learning with the time delay of PSO. Terefore, we select the
decision-making time delay of MFD-PPO and MFD-A2C to
compare with the delay of MFD-PSO, the experimental
results are shown in Figure 12. It can be seen from the
experimental results that the deep reinforcement learning
algorithms MFD-PPO and MFD-A2C have obvious

advantages over MFD-PSO in decision-making. MFD-PSO
needs to recalculate the multi-stage deception strategy when
the environment changes, while the MFD-PPO and
MFD-A2C algorithms can use the model to quickly give the
multi-stage deception defense strategy after the training is
completed. Furthermore, from the experimental results, it
can also quickly give the multi-stage deception strategy
compared with MFD-A2C, further illustrating the advan-
tages of MFD-PPO.

6. Conclusion

In view of the existing problems in the deception decision-
making model based on game, this paper presents the de-
ception decision-making model based on multi-stage Flipit
game. Firstly, based on the moving attack surface and the
deception attack surface, this paper proposes a deception
model based on the moving deception attack surface. Ten,
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on the basis of analyzing the attack and defense behavior of
network deception, a single-stage spatial-temporal decision-
making deception model is constructed based on Flipit
game. On this basis, we present a multi-stage spatial-
temporal decision deception game model by introducing
discount reward and stage transition probability, and give
the utility function of the multi-stage deception model.
Finally, we design a deep reinforcement learning algorithm
MFD-PPO to obtain the optimal deception defense strategy.
Te experimental results show that the MFD-PPO algorithm
has strong stability when getting the multi-stage deception
strategy. Moreover, it has lower delay compared with the
heuristic algorithm.

Our work opens up new avenues for future research. In
our paper, we consider the existence of a strong dominant
strategy for the defender and the attacker’s strategy varies
within a certain range. It is interesting to study the case when
the attacker selects random policies in every stage. For future
work, we may study the model in which there are optimal
strategies for both attackers and defenders, and propose the
deception strategy selection method based on multi-agent
deep reinforcement learning. By using the method, the
policies of the attacker and defender are random, and neither
side knows the policy of the other.

Data Availability

https://github.com/hwz9612/multi-stage-Flipit-game avail-
able on Corresponding author request.
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